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Jet and yacht charter service Exclusive is redefining membership perks through a partnership with Waldorf Astoria-
operated Boca Raton Resort and Beach Club in Boca Raton, FL.

Exclusive's new partnership with the Boca Raton Resort will offer seamless luxury to the property's members by
providing a variety of tailored travel package options. High-end hospitality brands thrive on experiential luxury and
well-executed service amenities, making this partnership attractive to frequent or potential guests.

At your service 
With the newly inked partnership, guests and members of the resort will be given exclusive access to Exclusive's
charter discounts through the use of a $1,000 credit.

Also, Exclusive clients will receive a complimentary one-category upgrade and a bottle of sparkling wine for their
stay at the Boca Raton Resort and Beach Club. Guests will also be invited to events hosted by the resort or Exclusive
to enhance their stay further.

Exclusive is continuing to elevate the experience through personalized pampering during stays at the resort. For the
summer months, Boca Resort has introduced an upgraded beach experience, Sea Level, with amenities that include
a personal attendant to see to any needs while lounging beachside.
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Waldorf Astoria-operated Boca Raton Resort and Beach Club, Boca Raton, FL

Additional amenities include a morning welcome beverage, an afternoon Refresher and a Sunset cocktail served
after 4 p.m.

Exclusive selected the Boca Raton Resort and Beach Club, a Waldorf Astoria resort, due to the hospitality brand's
dedication to service. The resort appoints a personal concierge for each guest (see story), seeing to their every need
before, during and even after the stay has ended.

For Exclusive clients this level of service is expected. In the same vein, Exclusive offers 24/7 car service and
security details to ensure that clients' needs are never overlooked.

Exclusive explains that "trust plays an immense part [in] this partnership, it is  an understanding between both
companies that a certain quality and attention needs to be upheld from flight to resort stay."
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